Huawei Twitter and Facebook August 17-18

Join us in 10 minutes for our LinkedIn Analyst Conversation Series with @andy_purdy and @emadjihan on Making 5G Safe, Secure, and More Open - The Bigger Picture.

LinkedIn.com/in/jamodasso...

Join @Jason_Pontin, @DennisAmeri and @DonaldMorries50 for our next #LetsTalk livestream on Aug 19 at 2 PM ET to discuss the truth about Huawei. #HuaweiFacts

In our #LetsTalk event on 8/18, we'll dispel myths on Huawei ownership and Chinese funding. We'll touch on facts such as direct grants Huawei earned from the Chinese government from 2009-2018 that made up just 0.3% of sales over that period: bit.ly/3yBoE4R #HuaweiFacts

No, Huawei isn't built on Chinese state funding
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From 2009 to 2018, the direct grants Huawei received from the Chinese government made up just 0.3% of sales over that period.

Over the past decade, the average effective tax rate paid by China's top 100 companies was 15% - similar to the tax paid by U.S. companies.